Pharmaceutical interventions for emotionalism after stroke.
Antidepressants may be useful in the treatment of abnormal crying associated with stroke. To determine whether pharmaceutical treatment reduces the frequency of emotional displays in people who suffer from emotionalism after stroke. We searched the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Register (last searched June 2003). In addition we searched the following electronic databases: Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (The Cochrane Library, Issue 3 2002), MEDLINE (1966 to September 2002), EMBASE (1980 to September 2002), CINAHL (1982 to September 2002), PsychINFO (1967 to September 2002), Applied Science and Technology Plus (1986 to September 2002), Arts and Humanities Index (1991 to September 2002), Biological Abstracts (1969 to September 2002), General Science Plus (1994 to September 2002), Science Citation Index (1992 to September 2002), Social Sciences Citation Index (1991 to September 2002), and Sociofile (1974 to September 2002). We searched reference lists from relevant articles and textbooks, and contacted authors of known studies and pharmaceutical companies who manufacture psychotropic medications. Randomised and quasi-randomised controlled trials, comparing psychotropic medication to placebo, in people with stroke and emotionalism (also known as emotional lability or pathological crying and laughing). Data were obtained on people who no longer met criteria for emotionalism, as defined in studies, and on reduction in frequency of crying at the end of treatment. Data were not pooled because of the multiplicity of definitions and outcome measures. Five trials involving 103 participants were included. Four trials showed large effects of treatment: 50% reduction in emotionalism, improvements (reduction) in the frequency of compulsive laughter, and lower (better) scores on the Pathological Laughter and Crying scale. The confidence intervals were wide, however, indicating that treatment may have had only a small positive effect, or even a small negative effect (in one trial). Subgroup analysis was not performed due to the multiple methods of assessment of emotionalism within and between trials. Only one study systematically recorded and reported adverse events; no discernible difference was seen between groups. Participants allocated active treatment were more likely to leave early from trials. Antidepressants can reduce the frequency and severity of crying or laughing episodes. The effect do not seem specific to one drug or class of drugs. However, our conclusions must be qualified by several methodological deficiencies in the studies. More reliable data are required before recommendations can be made about the treatment of post-stroke emotionalism.